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Excerpt from Never Any Bend: My Journey through America’s Antiviolence Agencies 

 

 The volunteer going off-shift warns me that there are a lot of drugs in here right now—

doubtless with booze—and there’s a man again, to boot.  

 Briefly, I wonder whether doing this volunteer work has made all of us afraid of men. 

 But really it’s just Christmas. The night-shift advocate drops her head in her hands and 

moans about what the holidays do to people. We have a week to go yet. Chanukah is just ending, 

but I don’t think she means that when she talks about what holidays do to people. 

 Valeria, whom I tend to think of as the angry advocate—as in, please please don’t put me 

on a shift with her—has up and said, yesterday apparently, fuck it, fuck you, fuck the world, 

never coming back. 

 Yup. 

 We’re at DEFCON 4. 

 Sonja is on tonight and looks like she passed stressed-out four miles ago. Immediately, I 

have a trash-out. It’s Nicky.  

 Nicky has left? 

 I stand and stare at the things I find in his closet. I’m emptying the closet of a man. Yes, 

this is what used to be called a “battered women’s shelter,” then a “DV shelter,” now an 

“Interpersonal Violence shelter” (IPV) that accepts transgender men.  



 I gaze at a back brace, wrist brace, nails, hammer, bolts, wrenches, a lifetime supply of 

ibuprofen. Definitely a man. Or a woman who’s been trying to fit her frame to the work of a 

man.  

 His roommate Denise had called him “she,” fight after fight, so he up and split? And he 

left a shitload of stuff—six hefty bags, large duffels, a toolbox. 

 A toolbox. How the fuck could he leave a toolbox. That’s how he makes his living. 

 Fucking Denise. I’m fairly fit, physically, but still it’s three trips and a fucking struggle to 

run his things in the basement. When I come back up, Ellen’s at the door for prescription drugs. 

She’s counting her money. Can she make it to a $12 co-pay? Sky has been tossed out and no 

one’s telling me for what. Everything here is need-to-know and I’m just a volunteer so I don’t. 

Need to. Know. A client has complained that Lincoln has destroyed the pantry, as would any 

two-year-old who’s spent 24 months on a violent planet. Sonja asks me to have a look. I stand 

there and look. Everything within his reach—the bottom shelf—has been smashed to the 

ground.  

 I shut the door. 

 I’ve had my look. 

 At the computer, I have a minute to type case notes about the many-fathered children of 

an abused woman until Greta’s coworker calls to say she’s working and won’t arrive back at 

shelter before curfew. So she won’t be let in.   

 Rules. 



 Xia, the woman whose name I can’t pronounce, calls from Dongguan to ask in her very 

good but heavily accented English if it’s true she will be taken into custody when she lands in the 

airport. While she’d been visiting family in China, her prick fucking husband got the cops to 

issue a warrantless warrant for her arrest for abuse of their small son. 

 Vera is calling from the homeless shelter. She says there’s nothing there but men and 

drugs, men and drugs, men and drugs.  

 “Are your people holding?” she says into the phone. 

 “Drugs aren’t allowed here,” I say. 

 “They aren’t allowed here either,” she says. And hangs up. 

 There’s a breach between Ellen and Kristen, god knows what. I hear Sonja trying to get 

Lincoln and his mother into the homeless shelter—why? A step up from an IPV shelter?  

 Twenty-eight people, 10 of them kids. Right now.  

 Someone named Tracy calls from Texas looking for a bed. She’s one of the people, and 

there are many, who are on the run from stalkers, and travel the country via shelters—something 

of an underground railroad few know about. Her voice is jaded. She knows what questions I’ll 

ask. I tell her we’re full up, and then I do something I’m not supposed to do: I tell her I have a 

feeling things could open, and to call back the next day.  

 The next day, it’s 20 people. 

 The office had called me that morning and asked me to come in for the afternoon. 

They’re shorthanded, all my great experience, etc. I walk in and look at the board. 



 Twenty fucking people. A fucking exodus. I can’t believe it, but—Tracy can get in now. 

Call me, I beg the universe.  

 But Vera—vanished. Greta—gone.  

 Now Kristen is up in Ellens’s face and there is yelling in the distance. By 4:00 it’s down 

to 19 people. Just like that.  

 All of these exits due to conflict. Nothing but conflict.  

 Eileen calls and wants to come back. She’d exited last week.You can’t just come and go.  

 Rules. Lauren is at the door, asking vague questions, looking…zombied. Confused, not 

remembering what I told her last week. Drugs? 

 I don’t say anything to the advocates. I talk less and less.  

 I have a minute to type up the three-year-old who hates his mother just like his father 

does. Eileen calls again and still wants back in and I don’t feel I can judge that—Sonja is 

referring her to other IPV shelters—why? So someone else has to deal with her vacillation? 

 No questions. Rules. 

 Lana has been in jail for 30 days. Most of the time this happens due to self-defense—the 

zero-tolerance policies that require police to arrest anyone who looks like an aggressor; it 

happens in 20% of cases. She wants a bed when she gets out next week. I leave a note for the 

legal advocate. 

 As I’m leaving I look at Sonja, who’s slumped over paperwork.  



 “Wild guess,” I say. “I should come back tomorrow.” 

 “Please,” she says, barely looking up. 

 Morning. The staff is in hectic reentry after vacations and after Valeria says no, no, no, 

no, not in a million years, not for a million dollars, not to house a million people, she’s had it. 

  Sonja walks into the hotline office, my bailiwick.  

 “Could you give Valeria a call and see if she would be willing to finish out the year?” she 

says. “Tell her we really need her this week and next.” 

 “Me?” I say. “You think she’ll listen to me?”  

 The volunteer coordinator walks in, as she occasionally does, and takes the extra desk 

next to mine. Everyone hears everything here.  

 She heard it.  

 I dial the number. Valeria picks up, I tell her who I am, and I hear something best 

described as an exhausted sigh. Like a robot, I repeat Sonja’s words. 

 Silence. 

  I turn to the volunteer coordinator. “You want to take this?” I say. 

 At my desk the phone won’t stop. It’s Paulina’s mother. Please, she says. 

 I’d seen Paulina at the coffeeshop where a friend and I meet to talk about poetry and 

drink wine. As I sit sipping Chardonnay and caesurae, I find myself wondering if Paulina is 



drinking, or having coffee, as are roughly half the other patrons. Clients can’t have alcohol in 

shelter and they can’t drink elsewhere and then enter when over the legal limit.  Rules. I think 

about Vera’s call. There is so much substance abuse right now—  

 —and survivor guilt— 

 —because I can drink without suspicion; Paulina can’t. 

 I type case notes between buzzing people into the fortress. Abruptly, and with a large 

smile, the volunteer coordinator turns to face me.  

 “Would you be ok with being alone here for an hour?”  

 Probably my jaw lost its grip. 

 She recites a discussion that was had at the staff meeting: “We thought, ‘She’s so great! 

She’d probably be fine with it!’ You’re one of our heroes.” 

 So, when I’d told Sonja I’d come in today, they knew they were going to ask me this, and 

didn’t tell me. Now I’m here. 

 She looks at me.  

 We’d just had the annual holiday party to thank volunteers and departing staff members, 

so I’ve seen that look before. Sincerest form of gratitude fucking ever. 

 Not that we don’t appreciate the gratitude, or I don’t. I just don’t trust it. Gratitude 

gurgles up, it seems, at the most harrowing times. 

 Everyone leaves. 



 The phone rings. It’s Mercedes, who I don’t know. Greta is in jail, she says—what the 

fuck? I leave a note. 

 As I stare at the board I see that Lincoln’s mother is gone. In handcuffs. Arrested in 

shelter. 

 Twice in one month. A woman out in handcuffs, and a child left behind, twice in one 

month. 

 I’m waiting for Child Protective Services to pick up Lincoln the Terrible. If he’s left any 

Cheerios in the pantry, I’ll be sure to get him some. For some reason he now sits quietly in the tv 

room. 

 Now he’s calm. Lincoln the Lovely, finally. 

 I wonder what he saw. I still don’t know how to talk to two-year-olds, so I leave him 

alone. 

 Ellen calls from inside shelter, wanting permission to leave. I’m guessing the advocates 

would be okay with that—frankly, things are easier when she’s out. 

 The crazy lady—it happens sometimes—calls twice in 15 minutes. I’m irritated the 

second time, the playing along with her. Trying to remember strategies they taught us for getting 

off the phone with people we can’t help. 

 So gracious a person am I. 

 A guy calls from the homeless shelter. It’s 2009. The economy is in a shambles. He’s 

been evicted from his apartment because his subprime landlord was foreclosed on—a bank shut 



down the entire building—the economic crisis is hitting this population with a sledgehammer—

he has two kids, nowhere to go. 

 We’re not that kind of shelter. 

 Rules. 

  I wait—there’s still no one in the office. I’m alone. It’s fine. I’m just afraid to fuck up 

something big. I keep breathing. I must look lost. A new resident who knocks on the door for the 

computer password asks if I’m a new resident. 

 I start the admissions process with Sahar, who, just my guess from what she says, likely 

has a kidney infection. Since she also has five kids, that’s scary—they would have to go to CPS 

if she’s hospitalized, because we’re not licensed. What license could we possibly be 

missing. We’re already waiting for CPS to come get Lincoln. Where the fuck are you.  

 The staff comes back, chatting, immediately jumping back into the fray.  

 I exhale. The place didn’t burn down, it was all fine—so long as Ellen actually comes 

back. 

 Nicky calls wanting to get his things. Sonja calls him back and gets a man’s voice on the 

machine, and we don’t leave messages. Lana and her rap music, a client complains. “Go up and 

make her turn it down,” Sonja says to me. 

 The hotline is thicker than usual. Denise wants back in after being threatened at a 

different shelter. She hasn’t been gone the minimum 30 days out of shelter. Has four other stays 

in her file and would have to agree to x, y, and z rules in order to reenter. All of them—x, y, and 



z.  

 Like, don’t treat transgender men like shit. 

 Callers seeking shelter listen in a sleepwalking state when I’m on the phone reciting the 

rules of entry: you will behave as if this were an inclusive shelter. Yeah: there are transgender 

men. Lots of races. Some haves, some not. Some English, some not.  

 Catch up. Get there. It’s a new millennium. Stop it.  

 As if they should be blamed. 

 A woman calls. Her boyfriend has been yelling at her all day. She leaves him 

occasionally, she says, but needs only one night in shelter, because she’s told him to stay away 

from their home, and she believes he will leave while she’s gone overnight—and she doesn’t 

want to go home right now because she fears he’ll start yelling again—he was enjoying it.  

 I can hear the defeat in her voice. Which was probably what he enjoyed.  

 It’s late. I take a call from a woman who was raped 12 years ago at Christmas. 

Flashbacks. Brain injury. Just needs to unload, she says. Rules are that I have 10 minutes to 

talk her down before I have to hang up and move on.  

 A donation call comes in. A guy has a “truckload” of clothes and wants to give  

them directly to clients on Christmas day. On the actual day. Hand to them directly. On 

Christmas.  

 Let’s set aside how aggrandizing and condescending that would be. 



 THE LOCATION OF THE SHELTER, ANY SHELTER, IS A SECRET. NO ONE KNOWS 

WHERE IT IS. NO ONE COMES HERE. 

 I’m starting to wonder if the secret’s out. 

 As it happens, my normal Thursday night shift is Christmas Eve. The volunteer 

coordinator is aware that it will be my last shift before I have to return to life as a teacher in 

another time zone, but there’s no reason for her to have mentioned that to anyone else. 

 I look at the board. A few beds. 

 I do a minor trash-out. A bag of Doritos slumps in a drawer, with the care-pack satchel 

that now contains an empty plastic M&M container, a soap dish that holds change, a copy of 

Jurassic Park from our library, an empty plastic deodorant cover.  

 So this is Christmas.  

 Paulina’s mother calls to ask how to pick up her things.  

 Where was she six weeks ago. Exactly six weeks ago. When Paulina had no place to live 

and it was not yet The Holidays. Season of guilt and giving. 

 A friend of Nicky’s calls to ask for directions to pick up his things, but after a while, 

Nicky calls to say there are water marks on his things.  

 Denise, I want to demand of her. OK, you couldn’t muster the word “he.” But what the 

fuck. Water marks?  

 Two beds empty because of her. 



 Ellen is knocking—Ellen’s always knocking—because her roommate has the window 

open. “I don’t think she knows the rules say it shouldn’t be open.” Sonja points at me and I go up 

and check. The room is freezing. I close the window. I tell Ellen to come by the office during 

daylight hours if it’s opened again—as if she won’t do that anyway.  

 Lana calls from inside the shelter. She chirps happily. “Everyone in the house seems to 

be getting along right now! It’s so great!” 

 I guess she feels the recent purge has had good results. 

 “That is nice,” I say, and hang up.  

 I tell Sonja what she said. 

 She wigs out. “DON’T SAY THAT!” she shouts—not really at me. “DON’T EVER SAY 

THAT!”  

 No CPS yet to pick up Lincoln. Since we’re not licensed to keep children overnight, I 

wonder how he spent the evening. Day two of him eating Cheerios and watching tv. Jesus 

fucking Christ. I’ve never seen him so…peaceful. 

 I type case notes for an hour. The phone is a bit thinner. I’m merely buzzing people in 

and out. I see Ellen come in, and I hadn’t known she’d left. 

 I type case notes and buzz. 

 At 10, end of my shift, I’m coat in hand. On my way out. The plan is that I’ll be back 

next summer.  



 But Ellen’s at the door again. “I’m really upset!”  

 I am too, NOW.  

 “I was out with Kristen—“ 

 You went out with Kristen? Who is living where now, by the way? 

 “—and we stopped down by the Tipsy Cow so she could pick up a paycheck and we went 

in and— 

 No. Please no. 

 “—we were there for a little while and things seemed fine but—“ 

 DON’T SAY IT! 

 “—she got all weird all of a sudden—“ 

 FOR GODSAKE STOP TALKING 

 “—and I don’t know what her problem was but she left me there! We had one drink and 

she left me there!” 

 “You had a drink?” Sonja says calmly. 

 YOU HAD TO SAY IT. 

 “Yeah. I had to call a cab! I can’t afford a cab! Can you get her to pay me back? She left 

me there!” 



 “You had a drink?” 

 “Yeah.” She shrugs. “One drink.” 

 Sonja shoots me a look and I dump my coat back onto the hotline desk. “Come with me,” 

she says to Ellen.  She and Ellen slink into a counseling room.  

 Burning up the days.  

 Knock at the door. Sahar needs meds. Again? 

 Late evening ages into olden night. Greta has a job interview and needs mascara. I tell 

her I can’t go to the basement to find some Mary Kay when I’m alone, but I’ll make sure she 

gets it. Sonja and Ellen crawl out of the counseling room. Ellen sits down. The phone 

rings. The night-shift advocate, who sleeps over, arrives. I buzz her in. Sonja asks Ellen to sit 

outside while they do the cross-over. They start their shift-changing conversation about what’s 

been going down.  

 Need-to-know.  

 The night-shift advocate heads upstairs to see who’s lingering in halls.  

 The phone rings intermittently. Do we have a bed? We have beds open but, with five-

kids-plus-Sahar with kidney infection in one room, we’re over the maximum number of people 

the counselors and advocates can serve—sometimes beds go empty. The answer is Call back.  

 Tracy from Texas isn’t on the board.  

 Sonja scrawls notes, probably about Ellen.  



 “Hey,” she says to me, casually. “Do you think you could drive Ellen over to rehab and 

get her breathalyzed?”  

 I stare. It’s past 11.  

 “Sure.”  

 Ellen gets in my car. She’s a woman in her 50s and probably she’s just been scolded by 

Sonja as if she were 17.  

 And now I’m standing here. 

 In. 

 Rehab. 

 Why am I in rehab right now. 

 I tell the woman at the window that Ellen has to be breathalyzed before she can enter 

shelter. The woman gets it immediately—this has happened before.  

 She gets out the thingamajig and Ellen blows. 

 “She’s at zero-zero-nine,” the woman says.  

 Dammit. 

 “That’s zero-zero-one over,” she says  

 “No one’s allowed in shelter over the limit.” 



 She shrugs. “Eh. I’d let her in.” 

 I ask if I can borrow her phone. I dial. Sonja answers. 

 Sonja is a hardliner. Everyone knows this. She’s going to say Ellen has to stay for the 

night in rehab.  

 I tell Sonja the results.  

 There’s a pause.  

 “OK,” Sonja says, sounding exhausted. “Bring her back.” 

 Wow. 

 A breach in the fortress. 

 I do pause, in my head, and take a moment to digest the fact that one drink puts someone 

of Ellen’s weight over the legal limit for…I don’t know, decision-making. 

 I drink way more than that and then get in cars and drive. Wonder what my blood alcohol 

would be. 

 I drive Ellen back. She’s emerged from the shame and is suddenly furious. 

 “I HAD ONE DRINK!” Ellen screams.  

 “WELL, DON’T TELL ANYONE THAT THEN!”—is my exasperated advice.  

 I’m not done. 



 “I’M THE ONE WHO READ THE RULES TO YOU. ON THE PHONE.” 

 So there it is. 

 It’s taken three months of volunteering excessive numbers of shifts to make me as rude as 

the angry advocate I used to hate. Who just quit. Without notice. 

 “JESUS CHRIST!” I shout. 

 Sonja buzzes us back in.  

 I ask Sonja if she needs me for anything else. 

 It’s now officially Christmas. Shouldn’t I be home baking cookies or something? 

 Who gives a fuck. Sonja leans over a large box of—what?  

 There’s a basement full of donations we’ve had in the last two weeks season of giving 

and she’s rummaging, trying to find gifts residents could give to others, and gifts we could give 

to residents.  

 Someone—someone—a man, right? has donated a copy of Grand Theft Auto III— 

 —and that’s it, the merry-go-round stops—the world jerks to a halt— 

 Welcome to Sonja’s breaking point. 

 She’s screaming now, now she’s fucking fucking—seriously?—losing it.  

 I’d just lost my shit 10 minutes ago. 



 “Holy shit!” she shrieks. 

 When someone else loses it, I go into what I’m beginning to call Crisis Mode. It’s a new 

thing I do: stand back, watch, listen, assess but don’t judge. 

 Do I call 911? 

 ...is now my bar for assessment. 

 I can’t do this for myself, but I can for others. 

 She screams, not at me, but into nothingness (is my assessment). 

 “GRAND THEFT AUTO??”  she yells. “ARE YOU KIDDING ME??” 

 Yeah. In this game, players, mostly men, get extra points if they run down a prostitute, 

and extra-extra points if they shoot one.  

 “THEY GAVE THIS TO A SAFEHOUSE!” she screams. “THIS IS A SHELTER FROM 

VIOLENCE! WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE??” 

 She laps the office, panting. Panting. ”WHO WOULD DO THAT?” she shouts. She 

looks at me. “AM I CRAZY, OR IS THIS INSANE?” 

 Right. Ellen’s situation won’t get fixed tonight. Nicky isn’t a he tonight. Sahar is taking 

too many antihistamines, especially for a kidney infection—hoping to sleep, I fear.  

 I watch Sonja pant from across the room, where the phone is. I’m watching us, all of us, 

her and me and the shit we know is upstairs, and the shit we know is everywhere, from across the 

room.  



 She’s calmer.  

 OK. 

 Now. 

 I say, “Just checking, but we do have trash cans, don’t we?”  

 She stops abruptly and stares at me. “Oh!” she says. Then, “But do you think we 

should?”  

 “No law stops us,” I say. “Grand Theft Auto? In a fucking shelter? That’s fucking 

nuts.”  

 “Oh my god,” she says. “I don’t know why you swear so much.”  

 She looks at me again and then looks away.  

 “I just needed someone to confirm my feelings,” she says, switching on her internal 

professional counselor. She stands there, offending artifact in hand.  

 I reach out my arm. I use my outdoor voice and say, “I’LL DO IT.”  

 She snaps up. “Oh good, THANKS, god, thank you SO much—you’re my hero.”  

 I bend and drop a man’s addictive plaything in the trash. I think about leaving. Sonja’s 

here three hours past her usual departure. The overnight advocate is upstairs, which means 

something is going down up there. 

 The phone rings. It’s Xia, with the Dongguan-heavy-English again. 



 She has just been arrested on the tarmac at the airport. She was told to call when this 

happened. 

 Thank Christ. So there’s been a plan in place. Someone put together a plan and now she’s 

here and arrested and calling. 

 I write down the number of the station where she’s being held. “I don’t know when 

someone will call,” I say. Ling, the person who speaks Cantonese—Mandarin, really, but some 

Cantonese—and probably put this plan together, is in the administrative office, not shelter. 

 “I don’t know when they will call,” I say again. 

 “Yes, yes,” she says, understanding, or not. 

 “Holiday,” I say. 

 “Yes, yes,” she says. We hang up. 

 Warrantlessly, but with a warrant, this woman in is jail because she lives for her son. 

Why else would she come back. 

 If Ling brought her here at Christmas, it may have been strategic, and there may be 

arrangements for her. Xia may not celebrate this holiday, but I bet the kid’s prick fucking father 

does. 

 I pick up the phone and dial the administrative office. There’s a voice mail on which 

anyone can leave messages. Staff will get it at some point. Maybe even call in Christmas Day? 

 “Hi,” I say. “I’m in shelter and just got a call from Xia, the woman from China with the 



kid who’s father accused her of abuse, and she flew in and was arrested at the airport. I know 

you guys check this line every day, and I know it’s Christmas, but I’m hoping maybe someone 

can go down there and bail her out or something, maybe as soon as possible?” 

 I leave the number and hang up. 

 I sit for a minute. 

 If I’d left a cookie for Santa, it’d be gone by this hour. Of the night.  

 Ellen’s at the door, crying. Sonja has disappeared, probably rummaging for more gifts in 

the basement. I tell Ellen to wait outside. Sahar still has allergies. She says. I give her more 

antihistamines, but if she has a kidney problem, they’ll dehydrate her further.  

 The night-shift advocate comes in and says, “All quiet.” I tell her I don’t feel confident 

about Sahar’s health. She nods and picks up the file. 

 Sonja comes in with two bags in her hands, and Ellen.  

 As she heads back to counseling room with Ellen, she nods at me. I pick up my things. 

 And walk out through a series of four locked doors. Till next summer.  

 A better season. 

 


